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Speed Networking

The Speed Networking event is comprised of a series of fun, challenging activities
combined with interactive get-to-know-you discussions designed to promote camaraderie
and enhance relationships! Pricing starts for groups of 30 but we have delivered this
program for groups with as many as 1,500 participants.

The excitement begins with a fast-paced group energizer such as Categories or 25
Statement Signature Hunt. Next, individuals will report to a pre-assigned table and engage
in a 15-minute activity, which is designed to immerse them in a fun shared challenge.

Once completed, teams will celebrate their success and then move to another table group
based on a previously established matrix, which ensures that everyone is meeting and
interacting with different participants.

Individuals will continue to network, rotating to new table groups, and completing new tasks
all while engaging in activities which may include Card System, Word Ladder and Tower
Build. Each activity creates a wonderful energy in the room, as all of the tables are alive with
conversation.

Each rotation opens doors to new relationship building and the strengthening of existing
bonds. It is speed networking at its best! This event is a wonderful stand-alone activity or
can be delivered at a luncheon or dinner.

To ensure a great experience, aspects of these networking activities may be modified for
your group size, group makeup, time available, and other variables.

Clients Talk About this Program
  

Your facilitator for our Speed Networking event Roy was great! Our group loved all the team-
building exercises. All of them were fun. The program was a great experience. We got very
positive comments from our group and highly recommend this event.
Leslie - Chevron North America

For photos and video, please visit our website at 
https://bestcorporateevents.com/programs/speed-networking  

  Or Scan QR Code to visit our website:

  

  Program Details

  
Group Size:

30 to 1,000+

Team Size:

6 to 8

Program Length:

1 to 2 hours

Space Requirement

Round tables holding 8 to10
people.

Setting:

Indoor / Outdoor

Physicality:

  What's Included?
  

  Pricing varies depending upon the
number of participants (minimum of
30) and includes the team building
program, prep, production
coordination and all materials,
program design, a professional lead
facilitator and staffing.  
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